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As an industry there has been much talk over the years of integrating clinical research with 
healthcare. There have been many attempts with large projects, small projects with some rather 
elaborate solutions. Then along came FHIR (Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources) from HL7 
(Health Level 7). The game changed.

This presentation will report on research and development work that was designed to investigate:

• How easy it would be to integrate Biomedical Concepts (BCs) with FHIR resources; and 
• Could an SDTM domain be generated from data held in a database with that data being 

extracted from an EHR via FHIR; and
• Could the data extracted from the EHR be driven by common research artefacts such as form 

and study designs

Linking FHIR with Biomedical Concepts could help with integrating research with healthcare and 
make the integration of data much easier. If SDTM could also be generated, then we could start to 
automate our work and this could be viewed as the first step on a journey towards better handling 
and storage of clinical trial data.

This presentation will report on and detail:

• The approach taken and the technology used within the demonstration application.
• How to formulate the requests to the EHR, what data to ask for and what data are returned.
• How the resulting FHIR responses can be processed and stored such that they are useful 

within the research domain.
• How the stored EHR data can then be used to generate SDTM datasets.
• Examine the SDTM derived data and what can be done to automate its generation.
• Look at the issues caused by the terminologies used within research and healthcare such as 

CDISC, LOINC and UCUM
• How mappings can be automated with special thought being given regarding the pre-

coordinated nature of LOINC codes.
• How UCUM might be used to automate data conversions

The presentation will conclude with a summary of results, next steps and potential impact.
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Electronic Health Records
An Experiment
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• Application to test and demonstrate some of 
these ideas. What are the problems? What are 
the issues?

• Use HL7 FHIR to obtain patient data (using 
LOINC/UCUM <-> CDISC Terminology 
mapping).

• Map to form selected from Glandon MDR built 
using Biomedical Concepts. Can build form on 
the fly and populate.

• Put into a graph ( acting as a simple data 
warehouse) holding the data for multiple 
subjects.

• Extract a presentation of the data (SDTM) using 
domain definitions from the Glandon MDR.

• I want a mechanism that does all the hard work. 
I think in CDISC terms, the machine does the 
necessary translations.
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EHR Data
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Full Description: https://www.a3informatics.com/graphs-fhir-cdisc/
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Full Description: https://www.a3informatics.com/graphs-fhir-cdisc/
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EHR
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CRF So …
• Select CRF from the MDR

• Add patients/subjects from the EHR. Use the CRF metadata to 
drive requests to the EHR for the data (and only that data) 
required by the form

• Create SDTM domains automatically

https://www.a3informatics.com/graphs-fhir-cdisc/
https://www.a3informatics.com/graphs-fhir-cdisc/
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LOINC Mapping
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• Excellent work done by CDISC Terminology Team

• Loaded Excel Workbook giving me mapping of 
LOINC codes <-> CDISC Terminology

• NOTE. 1:M nature of the individual rows and 
repeating LOINC codes
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LOINC Mapping
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• Load of the mappings finds each referenced CDSIC Submission Value 
and links it to the term in the MDR and links to the LOINC code.

• Example LOINC 2571-8 = CDISC TRIG (C64812) + SERUM OR PLASMA 
(C105706) + mg/dl (C67015) + ANY Method (which is ignored)

• Note multiple LOINC -> CDISC, SERUM, PLASMA & SERUM OR 
PLASMA mappings

• Given a set of CDISC C-Codes machine can tell me the LOINC code. 
Thus a set of variables (BC) -> LOINC
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Demonstration
Video is here, 10 mins, showing LOINC 
mapping in action
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LOINC Mapping
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LOINC 2571-8

TRIG (C64812)

SERUM OR PLASMA (C105706)

mg/dl (C67015)

LOINC 2571-8
PSA (C17634)

ug/L (C67306)

ng/mL (C67306)

SERUM (C13325)

PLASMA (C13356)

• Small subset of the graph

• Allows for a set of C-Codes to be mapped to a LOINC code

• Additional logic allows for LOINC -> CDISC but note the issue 
with specimen

• Same mechanism used for UCUM
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Summary
So we have
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• Driven the EHR requests from the metadata in the BCs used on a ‘traditional’ CRF:
• Used the power of the BC and the ‘hidden’ metadata. 
• The BCs form the backbone, their importance cannot be overstated.
• Nicely related to FHIR resources. Extracted the data from the FHIR resources.

• Automated mapping from LOINC <-> CDISC
• 1:1 and 1:M aspects accommodated.
• In the future the BC could contain the LOINC information rather than map.

• Used queries to extract an SDTM view of the data from the raw EHR data.
• SDTM is a presentation of the data. 
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Data versus Presentation
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Important
• The tools focus on the correct data models

• Present the data in the desired user format

• Use query to extract the desired view
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Summary
Next Steps
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• Much can be done to create the SDTM derived data automatically, one of our next steps.

• Use UCUM to automate data conversions to create SDTM standard result fields etc.

• Terminology mappings can be automated but we need to think hard about our 
terminology.

• Integrate LOINC further using the LOINC ontology from BioPortal

• Do a little more work on the spreadsheet loading as it can perform some checks on the 
work (typographical error etc). Feedback any outcomes to the Terminology Team.
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Email:
dih@A3Informatics.com

More information at:
www.A3Informatics.com

Questions & Answers


